Developed technology by the silk-technology section,bsrti rajshahi

Sl.no

Name of developed Tecnology

Importent features

1

Multi-end reeling machine with ree-reeling.

2

solar cocoon dyer

 Suitable for production of
quality raw silk.
 It is suitable for 20/22 denier
raw silk (fine yarn) production.

 It is used for cocoon drying.
 Easy to operate.

3

 Improved and quality raw silk
production can be possible with
minimum cost.

Cottage reeling machine with re-reeling
(Double and Single basin).

 Can be driven both electricity
and manually.

4

5

6

 It is used for coarse quality
raw silk production.

Metallic thai reeling machine.

Metallic pedal charka
motorized charka.

and

pedal

Multi-fuel low cost cocoon dryer.

cum



The rural women can be easily use
and earn additional income.



Suitable for spinning of quality
spun silk.



The rural women can be easily use
and earn additional income.
 It is used for cocoon drying.
 Easy to operate.

7

Three-pan cocoon cooking system

 Multi-fuel (Electric,oil and
wood) can be used.
 It is used for cocoon cooking.

8

Approuvettee

 It is used for measuring single
filament leanth.
 Easy to operate.

9

Measuring Meter

 A counter meter is attached
for measuring filament length
of single cocoon.

10

11

 It is used for determinate of raw
silk denier.

Denier Scale

 It is Used for bundling of silk

Booking machine

skeins.

 Folden small skeins and long
skeins are made in to 2 kg
and 5 kg books, respectively.
12
13

 It is used of price fixation of

Formulation of simple method for price
fixation of silk cocoons.

green ococoons by the formula.

 It is made by brick and
mud.

Mud walled cocoon dryer.

 It is used for cocoon drying in
Bhaduri season..

14

 It is used for re-reelig raw silk

Re-reeling machine

for skning.

15

 it is made by wood.

Wodden pedal charka


16

Metallic ghai reeling machine

Suitable for spinning of quality
spun silk.

 It is for fine and coarse yarn
reeling .
 It is made by matle .

